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Burning Books: Not a Novel Idea 

 

 Every five minutes, fifty books are being burned somewhere in the United States. This 

adds up to about 600 books being burned an hour and 14,400 books being burned daily 

nationwide. Book burning became legalized fifteen years ago, and the government has regulated 

this legislation ever since. Firefighters have been employed with the specific duty to burn any 

existing books that they may find. Book burning is an issue that is negatively affecting society by 

destroying access to information, becoming a safety hazard, and infringing upon freedom of 

expression, but this could be solved by standing up to current legislation and making book 

burning illegal in the United States. 

 First and foremost, book burning is a major concern due to the fact that destroys access to 

information. When books are burned, information that has been written in the pages is no longer 

available for both children and adults. As a result, learning tools are destroyed. Pages holding 

valuable lessons are being ripped out of the hands of potential readers and learners. Dr. Heyden, 

a local librarian comments, “Without books, society is no longer able to live up to its full 

potential. We are moving backward rather than forward” (Heyden). Heyden’s research article 

“The Negative Effects of Book Burning” speaks on the detrimental effects book burning has had 

on the youth in the United States. Intelligence testing has proved that IQs have dropped 

dramatically since legislation legalizing book burning. Rather than having access to learn 

anything people want, they are now restricted to reading only what the government approves. 
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 Furthermore, book burning also creates severe safety hazards to the public. It goes 

without saying that the smoke inhalation cases have dramatically risen since the new legislation 

approving book burning has been approved. The smoke produced by firefighters burning books 

(as many as 14,000 per day) is negatively impacting human lives as well as nature. Dr. 

Randulich, a local environmental scientist has shared that “wildlife has been dying and 

inexplicable rates….Smoke inhalation, once not even in the top fifty causes of death, is now 

quickly rising to the number one cause since book burning has been legalized” (Randulich). 

Undoubtedly, the inexplicable increases in smoke inhalation as well as depletion of wildlife are 

related to the increase of burning books. Not only is book burning limiting access to information, 

but it is simply unsafe.  

 On the other hand, book burning supporters argue that book burning is simply limiting 

society to only knowing essential information and that no one is protesting against it. 

Government officials share that book burning has led to a dramatic decrease in insubordination 

and has given the general public more trust in government in general. Unfortunately, this is not 

the case. Former government official President Ferraro shares that, “Citizens being imprisoned 

for lack of compliance with an officer has dramatically increased since book burning has been 

legalized. Unfortunately, these reports are not shared with other citizens because there are no 

longer any written news sources” (Ferraro). In other words, it is very simple for the government 

to deny the negative effects of book burning as there is no possible way for citizens to access this 

true information. Limiting freedom of expression is bound to outrage citizens, but this outrage is 

not being reported. This all makes sense since the government is trying to persuade people to 

only read information that they would like them to see. 
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 Overall, legislation banning book burning needs to be implemented in order to combat 

issues such as limiting public knowledge, a rise in safety hazards, and infringing upon freedom 

of speech and expression. Book burning legislation has led to the dumbing down of society. It 

has also caused widespread loss of both humans and wildlife resulting from smoke and fire-

related causes. Also, freedom of expression and speech is called to question as people are 

punished for accessing information although the government argues this is not the case.  If 

14,400 books were put back on shelves daily, that would provide citizens with 14,400 more daily 

opportunities to learn something new and possibly save a life. 
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